An International Joumal
INTRODUCTION
We are concerned with the following nonhomogeneous boundary value problem for a first-order impulsive differential equation with delay in R, x' (t) = f (t, x (t), zt), Ax (tk) = Ik (~ (tk)), IIx'llPc(J,R) : sup{I x'(t) I: t e J}.
.,m}; PC'(J,R) = {x : J --~ R,x(t)
By a solution of (1.1), we mean a x E E for which problem (1.1) is satisfied.
For x, y C E, we define x < y on J0 if x(t) < y(t), for t E J0. Impulsive differential equations with delay have been extensively studied by many authors; see, e.g., [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Those results ace applicable in some important cases such as the initial or the periodic case. However, they are not valid, for example, for nonhomogeneous x(0) -x(T) : 0-The nonhomogeneous boundary value problems have been studied by many authors; see [11, 12] and references therein.
It is the purpose of the present paper to establish the existence and uniqueness of a solution for (1.1).
COMPARISON THEOREMS
This section is devoted to comparison theorems, which are needed for the successful employment of the monotone iterative technique. By the mean value theorem, one gets
and so, (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5) yield We first assume that t~ < t~. So, i < j. We have similar to (2.5)
and so, which implies 
2_
(2.9) (2.10)
=NS(eTM+I) { 1+ ~ fi k=n
which contradicts (2.2). Hence, the proof of the lemma is complete. For any p(t) C E, we have
Therefore, we get the following corollary. COROLLARY .f_ (0) H (1-Lk) exp(-Mt) 
ff p c E such that p' (t) > -Mp(t) -N rain
p(t +) >_ (1 --Lk)p(tk), p(O) =p(O) >_ p(T), p~(s), t • J',p' (t) < -Mp (t) -N Pt (s) ds, t • J', T p(t +) < (1 -Lk)p(tk), k = 1, 2,...,m, p (o) = p (o) _< p (T), 0 • [-~-, o),N ~ (1 -L/c) exp [-M (T -tk+l)] k=0 < 1.
PROOF. For any t E J, we have p(t)=p

0<t~<t -I-fots<H<t(l-Lk)exp[-M(t-s)](¢(s)-Ns~,_r,olmax.pt(s)~] ds
+ E H (1 -Li)exp[-M (t -tk)la, (tk).
0<t~<t tk<ti<t
Let t = T in equation (3.4), then we get
+/oTrI
s<tk <T
p (T) = p (0) fi (1 -Lk) exp (-MT)
k=l (1-Lk)exp[-M(t-s)](a(s)-Nse[_~.,olmax pT(S)) ds
+ ~ H (1 -Li) exp[-M(t-tk)]al (tk).
0<tk <T tk<t~<T
Using the boundary condition p(0) -p(T) = p, we obtain
Define the operator B : E0 -~ R by the equality, 
exp[-M(T-s)] (a(s) -N max pT(s)'~ ds \ s~[-~,o] ]
E I-[ (1 -L,) exp [-M (T-tk)] o, (tk) + el,
s<tk<T s6 --%0 s6[--%0] [ fi --1 /T n 1 - (1 --Lk) exp (-MT) NIP -q[o (1 -Lk) exp [-M (T -s)] ds k=l 0 s<tk<T N ~ (1 -Lk) exp [-M (T -tk+l)] k=0 -< tP -q[o M [1-k=l ~ (1-Lk)exp(-MT)J = tip-
M [1-k~=I (1-Lk)exp (-MT) 1 Then, the nonhomogeneous boundary value problem (3.2) possesses a unique solution.
PROOF. The proof is analogous to that Theorem 3.1, therefore we omit it. complete. The following theorems are the most important results that we get. PROOF. We construct the sequences {vn}, {Wn} C E by defining vi ----V,Wl = w, and for n > 1, vn and Wn are the solutions of In fact, if we consider a = vl -v2, by (H2), then ,~' (t) = ~ -v~
vn (0) = vn (T) + ~, v~ (o) = ~,, (o), o e [-~, o), and u,~ (t) --f (t, w,~-i (t), w~-l,) -M [w,~ (t) -w~-i (t)]
and by Lemma 2.1 we have a(t) = vl -v2 <_ 0 on Jo-Analogously, w2 _< wl, on Jo. Now, let al = v2 -w2, using (H2), we have Again by Lemma 2.1, al --v2 -w2 _< 0 on Jo. Therefore, it is easy to see that these sequences satisfy the property,
a i (t) = f (t, vl (t),vl,) + M[vl (t) -wl (t)-al (t)] -f(t, wl (t),wl,)]
We have two monotone sequences that are bounded. By standard arguments [14] , there exist p and # with {v,~} /~ p and {wn} x # and p < #. Moreover the convergence is uniform on J0.
Also, it is easy to see that the functions p and # both satisfy (1.1).
To prove that p,# are extremal solutions of (1.1), let x(t) E [v,w] 
t) <_ x(t). Analogously, x(t) <_ Wno+l(t)
on J0. By induction, v~ < x < Wn, n = 1, 2,.... Thus, passing to the limit, we may conclude that p < x _< # on J0. From (H2) and (H3), we can easily see the uniqueness of solutions of the nonhomogeneous boundary value problem (1.1). Therefore, the proof of the theorem is complete. The proof is parallel to that of Theorem 4.1 and, therefore, is omitted.
